


Extraordinary Responses is a group exhibition which originated from the idea of 
researching and responding to Outsider art collections around the UK. With the help 
of a Heritage Lottery grant, this process started with a visit to Glasgow Museums Re-
source Centre (GMRC) with viewings of the impressive Outsider Art collection of Joyce 

Laing. Laing was Scotland’s first art therapist and also an avid collector of art. Her 
gallery in Pittenweem in Fife was called ‘Art Extraordinary’, which is where the title of 

this show came from.

Initially, the group of six Project Ability ReConnect artists, along with the ReConnect 
studio tutor, worked closely with the team at GMRC to curate a selection of artworks 
for display in an Open Museums case at the Pollok Civic Realm during 2019. A further 

case will soon be on permanent display in Kelvingrove Art Gallery.
In 2019 the group also visited the Old Crichton Hospital collection of patient art in a 

library in Dumfries, and then the Musgrave Kinley Outsider Art collection in the Whit-
worth Art Gallery in Manchester.

In combination with the artists’ own personal experiences, as well as taking influence 
and inspiration from the various collections they visited, this exhibition is a presenta-
tion of over a year of research and development. Although working as a group, each 

artist has created works that are personal to their own lives, opinions and circum-
stances.

The artists, and Project Ability, would like to give a special thanks to just some of 
the many people who helped to make this entire project a great success; Cheryl 

McGeachen, Claire Coia, Tony Lewis, Mike Inglis, Eileen Ross, Holly Grange, and Joyce 
Laing
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Stuart Low

Seasons 1 – 4
Acrylic on board

Wandering lost in the black and white of nothing
I came across the seasons and they made colour.
There was nothing until summer came and went.

As I watched the years go and the people around me
grow older. This is only one year out of many as the 

leaves blow and the snow falls and stars shine
Heat goes to cold to heat again and dry to wet and back.

Green to white and blue to yellow, all in this space we call time.
- Stuart Low 



Morag Macgilchrist

I was caged
Drypoint and digital print

The ongoing dread of not knowing, being locked away 
against my will. When will I be allowed to leave? My own 
anger at how I felt being in hospital at a young age is shown 

Morag Macgilchrist

I was set free
Drypoint and digital print

Joy which should have been felt was overshadowed with 
fear of having been away so long. These images re-create                                                                             
me walking away from the ward I stayed on.
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Alan Straiton
Brain and Spine
Acrylic on paper

The enlarged size means of thought holds                                                                                
the entrance to other dimensions.                                                                                                  
The mind will never touch the earth.

Alan Straiton
Contemporary Scottish Saltire
Acrylic on paper

This Saltire is more inclusive, with green,                                                                           
traditional blue, orange and pink. 



Simon McAuley
Label – a brief description given for purposes of 
identification 

£10 

Simon McAuley
At the edge of the moor
Digital print of pinhole image

Gazing out of a milky window, heading towards                                                                                   
a destination that can’t be accounted for.



Simon McAuley
Gravity wall 
Plaster and graphite

We think of light as instantaneous but this is inaccurate.                                                                              
It takes light approx 8 minutes 20 seconds to travel from                                                                     
the sun to moon and 1.3 seconds from the moon to earth.                  
This is why when we gaze upwards at night we are looking                                                             
back in time. 

Celine Mcilmunn
Fragments 1 – 4
Found ceramic pieces

1 – circle
2 – horizon
3 – meander
4 – plate

Everything is made of fragments. We piece                                                                               
them together to try to make sense of the world.



Celine Mcilmunn
Tender mercies
Map and digital prints

Memories of a sense of place and                                                                                                      
the search for a sense of self.



Richard Anderson
Hyper acuity 
Unique digital print

Experimenting with line thickness. 
Inadvertent generation of an optical phenomenon called 
hyper acuity, made use of in measurement science in 
Vernier scales.

Richard Anderson
Colour blocks
Unique screen print

Experimenting with colour.
Layering primary colours. The quality of the final colour is 
dependent upon the order of the layers. 

Richard Anderson

Colour dance
Unique screen print

Freeform composition. 
Chasing tone with colour.



Richard Anderson

Faces
Glazed ceramic

I find faces inescapable and unreplicable. Here I have been 
using symbolic representations of facial features to make 
heads in glazed ceramic.



Sian Mather
Art and music (Beatles)
Glazed ceramic pot

Art is a large part of the studio. The Beatles image is taken from a piece 
of artwork by an artist we got involved with during the project.

Sian Mather
Sunflowers/Studio life 
Glazed ceramic pot

This pot has a lot of meaning. Uplifting bright yellow flowers.                                                                
Feelings about art by Vincent van Gogh.



Sian Mather
Gartnavel Royal Hospital with heads of Victoria and Albert
Glazed ceramic pot

Hospitals are an important part of life. You may not want to be there but 
we need them. Victoria and Albert visited Gartnavel Royal and there are 
two stone carvings of them at the entrance to the building.

Sian Mather
In the style of Joan Eardley
Glazed ceramic pot

This was fun to paint. It captures youth and time gone by.



Sian Mather
Large working studio pot
Glazed ceramic pot

Meaningful for everyone who goes to the studio. This is our space to 
create and be healthy as part of the healing process
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